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Auditor’s Authority
The Denver Auditor’s Office provides independent oversight of 

how tax dollars are spent to fund the City’s many services, initiatives, and 
programs. The Denver City Charter, Article V, establishes this independence 

and provides for the Auditor’s general authority and duties. The Charter also 
establishes the Audit Committee, through which we report our audit findings.

Our History ― Originally, the Auditor served as the general accountant for the 
City, maintaining the City’s financial records and paying City expenses, including 
payroll. However, in November 2006, Denver voters approved an amendment to 
the City Charter, changing the duties of the Auditor that had been in place since 
1904. Based on this Charter revision, accounting and payroll functions moved to the 
Controller’s Office under the Chief Financial Officer in June 2007. This revision plus 
other ordinances authorized the Auditor to conduct audits of any entity using City 
dollars. Today, Denver’s Auditor oversees one of the most structurally independent 
government audit functions in the country.

Several key components serve as the cornerstone for Denver’s auditing framework. 
These elements provide the Auditor with the independence that results in the 
Office’s ability to conduct high-impact audits.

• Elected Auditor ― The City and County of Denver has an elected Auditor who 
is independent from all other elected officials and operational management.

• Audit Committee ― The City Charter establishes an independent Audit 
Committee, chaired by the Auditor, with six other members appointed by the 
Mayor, City Council, and Auditor.

• Comprehensive Access ― City Charter and Municipal Code authorize the 
Auditor to have access to all officers, employees, records, and property 
maintained by the City and County of Denver, and to all external entities, 
records, and personnel related to their business interactions with the City.

• Audit Response Requirements ― City ordinance requires that audited 
City and County departments formally respond to all audit findings and 
recommendations, establishing the Auditor’s Office’s ability to work in 
conjunction with these departments while maintaining its independence.

• Adherence to Professional Audit Standards ― The Auditor’s Office 
conducts all audits in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards promulgated by the United States Comptroller 
General.
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I am pleased to present the 2017 Audit Plan for the City 
and County of Denver Auditor’s Office. 

My office has crafted an Audit Plan of integrated audits that 
incorporate performance, financial, information technology, and 
fraud-detection objectives.  I will continue to audit City contracts, 
many of which have never previously been audited, to make sure 
taxpayers are getting the deliverables they pay for.  The Plan delivers 
value and impact for Denver and will be conducted following the 
highest professional standards. 

In drafting this plan, we considered input from a wide range of 
sources and people.  My staff and I met with Denver elected officials 
and management to gain a better understanding of their unique 
operational risks and challenges.  Our goal is to develop continuous 
monitoring of diverse data sources to mitigate risk on a day-to-day 
basis and to identify emerging risks, allowing us to concentrate our 
work in areas where it will have the greatest impact.

In addition to the audits, our work in 2017 will continue to implement 
a data analytics program to improve the quality of data gathered in 
the City.  This will strengthen our audit analysis and recommendations 
and provide the tools to identify trends. We will also continue to tap 
expertise in the community by competitively bidding distinct audits. 

Denver residents want the complete independence that comes from 
having an elected Auditor answerable only to the voters.  As a Certified 
Public Accountant, I am bound by a code of ethics and professional 
standards.  In determining the Audit Plan, I bring the obligations of my 
professional license as well as the sacred trust of the voters. 

I look forward to carrying out these audit engagements to deliver 
independent, transparent, and professional oversight, thereby 
safeguarding the public’s investment in the City and County of Denver.  
I am committed to providing ongoing information on how tax dollars 
are spent and how government operates on behalf of everyone who 
cares about the City, including its residents, workers, and decision-
makers.

I thank the residents of Denver for their support of a robust audit plan.  
I am confident that once the 2017 Audit Plan is executed, residents 
will benefit from the improved operation of the entities involved.  
Please feel free to contact me directly at Auditor@denvergov.org or 
720-913-5002 with questions.

Auditor’s Letter
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Citywide

Audits Required in 
Municipal Code 

The Auditor's Office conducts audits required under the Denver Revised Municipal 
Code. These audits may include financial accounts related to the Board of Water 
Commissioners, employee flex-cash, transit benefits, and deferred compensation. 

Contracting 
Practices

The audit will review compliance, efficiency, and consistency within the City’s 
complex contracting process, beginning with the request for bids through change 
orders to a completed contract. The audit may also examine the City’s use of 
purchase orders and on-call contracts.

Contracts and 
Agreements

The Auditor’s Office will audit selected City contracts and agreements as required 
under Denver City Charter §5.2.1 to evaluate and ensure performance, value, and 
proper City oversight. 

Cybersecurity The audit will examine the City’s vulnerability to cybersecurity attacks and 
information theft. The audit will build on the results of the 2016 Cybersecurity Audit 
by examining additional areas of potential vulnerability and an updated security risk 
analysis of the City’s system infrastructure.

Enterprise Fund 
Management 

Enterprise Funds are financed and operated in a manner similar to business 
enterprises where the cost of providing goods and services is financed or recovered 
primarily through user charges. Audits of the Golf Enterprise Fund or Wastewater 
Management Fund may review governance, services, or financial results.

Indirect Cost 
Accounting 

Practices

The audit will review how indirect costs are calculated and cost recoveries are 
managed and allocated to various City funds and programs. The audit may also 
review the allocation methodology and third-party contracts associated with  
the model.

Special Revenue 
Funds

Special Revenue Funds are used for the proceeds of revenue sources that are 
restricted by law or administrative action to expend for specific purposes. We will 
audit one or more of these programs for compliance with regulations, governance 
policies, and appropriate accounting for the revenue and expenditures, which may 
include an assessment of whether any funds are outdated or inactive.

Community Planning and Development

Building 
Permitting

The audit will evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the building permitting 
process and may include an evaluation of systems and resources.   

Zoning and 
Licensing 

The audit will review the decision-making, communication, and approval processes 
used by the City for new business models, such as recreational marijuana and food 
trucks. The Departments of Excise and Licenses and Department of Environmental 
Health may also be included in this audit.

Planned Audits
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County Courts

County Court 
Operations

The Auditor’s Office will review the County Court’s governance structure and 
examine processes, such as administration and collection of fines and penalties.

Cultural Facilities

Scientific and 
Cultural Facilities 

District Tier I 
Organizations

The City’s “Tier 1” cultural institutions are funded by a variety of sources,  
including receiving approximately 65% of the Scientific and Cultural Facilities District 
sales tax revenue. This audit series exploring capital improvement investments 
and operational and financial performance of a Tier 1 recipient under an operating 
agreement with the City began with the Denver Zoo in 2016. Another organization 
will be selected for the 2017 audit.

Denver International Airport

Construction 
and Capital 

Improvements

The audit will examine Denver International Airport’s procedures for planning and 
managing construction and maintenance of capital assets at the airport. The audit 
objectives may include a review of the airport’s long-term capital asset plan, airport 
construction management, and the airport’s plans and goals related to the terminal 
and concourse expansions.  

Financial and 
Administration 

Management

The audit will assess the effectiveness and organizational structure of the financial 
and administrative management areas of Denver International Airport, including a 
review of the overall internal control environment.

Rental Car 
Agreements

The audit will assess rental car administration practices at Denver International 
Airport, including assessing internal controls surrounding revenue reporting.  
The audit will utilize a risk assessment process to identify specific agreements  
for detailed examination on a sample basis.

Excise and Licenses

Short-term 
Residential Rental 

Enforcement

A new City ordinance regulates short-term residential rentals. The audit will assess 
the efficacy of the processes the City uses for enforcement of the ordinance. The 
audit may also examine enforcement by Community Planning and Development.

Finance

Bond 
Management

Bonds issued by the City to fund major capital projects are subject to bond covenants 
and regulatory compliance requirements through maturity many years later. The 
audit will assess the City’s oversight and compliance practices for outstanding bonds.

Capital Assets 
— Buildings or 
Infrastructure

The audit will review the accuracy and internal controls over the classification, 
recording, and inventory of the City’s purchased or constructed buildings and 
associated infrastructure as disclosed in the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report.  

Planned Audits
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Human Resources

Denver Employees 
Retirement Plan 

Management

The Denver Employees Retirement Plan (DERP) requires that City employees 
contribute a percentage of their gross pay to the retirement plan. Likewise, the City 
also contributes a percentage to the plan. The audit will review the contribution 
requirements as well as the management of the funds in the plan against similar 
plans, investment strategies, benchmarks, and the plan document.

Employee 
Compensation 

and Benefits

The audit will examine the Office of Human Resources’ compensation and benefits 
evaluation and data procedures, including an evaluation of the City’s compensation 
and benefits philosophy; methodologies employed to determine employee 
compensation; the City’s use of market-survey data, benchmarking, and comparative 
organizations; and the City’s use and procedures for merit pay and pay adjustments.

Human Services

Child Welfare 
Services

The audit will assess Denver Human Services’ case management and service delivery 
practices, including following up on the State of Colorado’s review of the Division. 
Audit objectives may include a review of case management practices, staffing levels, 
and training activities.

Parks and Recreation

Parks Permitting The audit will examine the efficiency and effectiveness of the Department of Parks 
and Recreation’s permitting process. This audit will also evaluate how well the 
process supports quality customer service, including the accessibility and equity 
of the process for residents and others who seek to reserve parks and other public 
facilities in the City and County of Denver.

Public Works

Right-of-Way 
Services

The audit will focus on services that may include: road maintenance and repair; 
household trash, recycling, and compost collection service; design and construction 
management of streets, bridges, public buildings, and storm and sanitary sewers; 
and/or oversight and regulation of development and use of the public right-of-way.

Safety

Data Driven 
Policing

The audit will evaluate how the Denver Police Department is utilizing technology and 
data analysis techniques to deter crime within the City.

Denver Sheriff 
Department Jail 

Operations

The audit will examine the Sheriff Department’s operation of the Denver County 
jail. The audit objectives may include the use and implementation of past external 
consultant recommendations, analyses of employee and inmate safety and  
access to medical care, the jail’s budget, and compliance with best  
practices and federal regulations.  

2017
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Technology Services

Business 
Continuity and 

Disaster Recovery

The audit will evaluate the City’s readiness for recovery and operation of Citywide 
operational systems in the event of an extended loss of use.  The audit may include 
benchmarking; existing guidance, monitoring and testing of recovery systems; and 
communication plans before and after major events.

Information 
Technology 

Project Intake 

The audit will review the process used to collect and evaluate the requirements and 
expected benefits for major information techology projects.

Tax Collection 
System

The audit will assess the effectiveness of information technology general controls 
over the City’s integrated tax collection system, GenTax.

Citywide Monitoring

Follow-up  
Audits

All audits by the Auditor’s Office provide recommendations for the City that were 
agreed to by the responsible entity, and all audits have a follow-up audit completed 
after the agreed-upon recommendation implementation date. Each follow-up audit 
will assess the status and quality of implementation for each recommendation.

Monitoring of 
Financial and 

Operational Data 
Using Analytics

Throughout the year, the Auditor’s Office will assess possible risk areas through 
working with departments to analyze specific data relevant to ongoing audits, as well 
as more general financial and operations information. Data analytics and audit tools 
will be used to identify anomalies in the data for further review.
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The vision of the Denver Auditor’s Office is to deliver value 
and impact for Denver by performing audits that follow the highest 

professional standards. Our mission is to deliver independent, transparent, 
and professional oversight in order to safeguard and improve the public’s 

investment in the City and County of Denver. Our work is performed on behalf 
of everyone who cares about the City, including its residents, workers, and 
decision-makers.

Auditor O’Brien’s Continuous Improvement Strategy — The 2017 Audit 
Plan reflects Auditor O’Brien’s steadfast commitment to enhancing the value, 
products, communications, and overall impact of the Denver Auditor’s Office on 
behalf of Denver’s residents, businesses, and visitors. Under Auditor O’Brien’s 
leadership, continuous improvement initiatives have resulted in the Office 
receiving accolades from the Association of Local Government Auditors for 
outstanding performance audits. The Office has also been recognized by the 
Institute of Internal Auditors for having a top-performing city audit function, 
based on our use of best practices. 

Integrated Auditing — Our approach to audit planning is flexible, in that each 
year’s audit plan is subject to change, and the ultimate decision to perform any 
audit is at the sole discretion of the City’s Auditor. The 2017 Audit Plan reflects 
a strong emphasis on integrated auditing, which incorporates elements of 
performance auditing, financial auditing, information technology auditing, and 
contract compliance auditing.  The 2017 Audit Plan is aligned with the national 
focus in the public sector on strengthening and improving organizational 
governance, internal control environments, transparency, quality of services, 
financial reporting, and fraud prevention activities. We blend our integrated 
capabilities to align our audit activities with this focus and to assure that the 
City is operating in the most efficient manner possible, while simultaneously 
championing the growth of our team of dedicated auditors.

Integrated auditing incorporates diverse approaches to accomplish audit 
coverage: 

• Performance Auditing — In addition to identifying opportunities to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of City activities, performance 
audits also assess the City’s ability to mitigate risk. We select 
performance audits that align with the City’s major strategic initiatives 
focusing on economic vitality, public safety, youth, sustainability, 
transparency, and performance measurement. The performance audit 
emphasis in the 2017 Audit Plan reflects these priorities as carried out in 
various City departments and programs.

• Financial Auditing — The 2017 Audit Plan has a strong focus on the 
condition, accounting, and overall financial management activities of the 
City. Our 2017 audits will assess the general financial control environment 
and critical City fiscal activities, including financial governance, 
reporting practices, high-risk financial transactional areas,  
revenue enhancement opportunities, and tax collection  
processes, to name a few. 

Plan Description
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• Information Technology (IT) Auditing — This year’s plan 
includes several audits involving potentially high-risk areas involving 
information technology.  These IT audits include an examination of the 
effectiveness of cyber security, in support of our ongoing communications 
with the City’s Technology Services department to advance security 
safeguards. 

• Contract Compliance Auditing — The 2017 Audit Plan reflects an 
increased emphasis on auditing City contracts to assess scope of work and 
the efficiency and timeliness of services delivered by third parties. We will 
continue to refine our contract risk assessment process and will audit City 
contracts accordingly.  

Flexibility, Transparency, Responsiveness, and Collaboration — As described 
throughout the 2017 Audit Plan, the concepts of flexibility, transparency, 
responsiveness, and collaboration are core tenets of operations within the 
Auditor’s Office. Although the Auditor’s Office operates independently from other 
City entities, the majority of which fall under the oversight of the Mayor, Auditor 
O’Brien and Auditor’s Office leadership meet regularly throughout the year with 
the Mayor, City Council members, other elected officials, City personnel, and 
other civic leaders to solicit input regarding risks facing the City and proposed 
audit engagements. The objective of this collaboration is to improve services and 
stewardship of City resources.

Auditor O’Brien’s goal is to assist the City and County of Denver in developing 
continuous monitoring capabilities that can be used by City officials not only to 
monitor and mitigate risk on a day-to-day basis, but also to help identify emerging 
risks that can be incorporated in future annual audit plans.

Formal Data Analytics and Continuous Auditing Program — The 2017 Audit 
Plan includes the implementation of a formal Data Analytics and Continuous 
Auditing Program. In an era of increasing data collection, it is critical for City 
entities to ensure that data is collected, securely stored, and utilized to inform 
decisions regarding regulations, internal policies and procedures, program 
development, and asset allocation. Auditing functions use data analytics to 
test internal controls to ensure that processes and safeguards are appropriately 
implemented to minimize risk, detect mistakes, and identify possible suspicious 
transactions. The Auditor’s Office’s Data Analytics and Continuous Auditing 
Program will consist of the following two components:

• Data Analytics — Data analytics refers to qualitative and quantitative 
techniques and processes used to identify trends and root causes related 
to operational risks and performance. With a greater ability to collect and 
analyze data, the Office will perform both retrospective and prospective 
analyses of trends, patterns, and relationships. This information will be 
utilized to inform City officials and stakeholders of performance trends  
and operational risks, as well as to elevate awareness of the critical 
importance of audits.

Plan

credit: Shannon Kuhn
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• Continuous Auditing — Continuous auditing is an audit 
approach based on the repeatable and frequent basis of collecting 

and assessing various data sources, including data from IT systems.  
These systems govern key City operational processes, transactions, 

controls, and security; therefore, it is important to assess the effectiveness 
of various controls to identify exceptions and errors in a timely manner.

Aligned with Auditor O’Brien’s vision, the Data Analytics and Continuous Auditing 
Program expands the Office’s auditing capability and continues leading edge audit 
practices to provide greater value and impact. 

Anti-Fraud Focus — The City’s operational management is responsible for 
establishing internal controls to detect and prevent fraud for each City entity. 
Although fraud detection is not a primary responsibility of the Auditor’s Office, 
we work to identify fraud risk areas and offer recommendations to stakeholders 
aimed toward preventing detrimental activity. By highlighting potential gaps 
within internal control systems, the opportunity for fraud can be reduced. The 
Auditor’s Office incorporates the Government Accountability Office’s Anti-Fraud 
Framework, GAO-15-593SP, into its anti-fraud assessment practices.

Audit Follow-up Program — The 2017 Audit Plan continues to emphasize 
follow-up activities, trend analysis, and automated reporting activities, as well 
as measuring our audit recommendation implementation rate. This rate is an 
indicator of the degree to which the City is utilizing information provided by our 
audit reports to mitigate identified risks and to enhance efficiency, effectiveness, 
and economy of operations.

The Auditor’s Office periodically reports to the Audit Committee and City and 
County of Denver’s operational management on the status of various audit 
findings and our recommendations for improved business practices. We conduct 
a follow-up report of every audit 18 to 24 months after the release of the audit 
report. Our Audit Follow-up Program provides ongoing guidance and assistance 
to City entities, ultimately offering greater assurance that continuous quality 
improvement activities are occurring and that agencies are finding audit 
recommendations relevant, feasible, and worthwhile.

Description
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Determining What to Audit ― A high-quality and transparent 
annual audit plan is critical for meeting the mission of the Denver 
Auditor’s Office. Developing the plan is an ongoing process, conducted by 
assembling ideas from a variety of sources, examining a broad range of City 
activities, and then assessing risk factors in tandem with some additional 
considerations. By evaluating potential audits from a variety of perspectives, the 
Auditor’s Office seeks to provide widespread audit coverage both in terms of the 
types of audits performed and the entities assessed. This approach results in a 
diverse list of departments, programs, activities, and contracts that are examined 
to determine the extent to which they are operating efficiently, effectively, and in 
accordance with program or contract requirements.

In developing a list of potential audits, ideas come from a variety of sources:

• Assessments of operations and controls derived from previous internal and 
external audits, including independent audits of the City’s Comprehensive 
Annual Financial Report (CAFR), the audit of federal compliance, and audit 
management letters;

• Input from the community, elected officials, Audit Committee members, 
operational management, and staff;

• Benchmarking against the audit priorities of other governmental entities; 

• Consideration of current local events, financial conditions, major capital 
projects, and public policy issues; and

• Established industry risk-assessment criteria, including from the U.S. 
Government Accountability Office and the Institute of Internal Auditors.

A robust audit plan will assess a broad range of City activities, including:

• Organizational units within a City agency, such as a division or a department;

• Individual City programs and activities;

• Transaction cycles or processes that affect more than one City function or 
department, such as contract procurement and purchasing, cash handling, 
human resources, and/or information technology;

• Individual financial statement accounts and transactional areas, such as 
capital assets, leave liability, accounts payable, and payroll;

• City functions that operate similarly to for-profit entities, such as Denver 
International Airport and the Golf Enterprise Fund; and

• Contracts and agreements between the City and third parties.

Potential audits are identified and prioritized using a risk-based approach by 
examining a variety of factors that may expose the City to fraud, misappropriation 
of funds, liability, or reputational harm.  

Audit Selection 
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Accordingly, risk factors are assessed by reviewing: 

•   Size of department, program, activity, or contract 

• Size of budget

• Compliance and regulations

•     Pending or recent legislation

•    Complexity of transactions

•    Fiscal sustainability

• Critical IT systems, including hardware and software

• Management accountability

• Quality of internal control system

• Age of program, operation, or contract

• Audit history

• Public health and safety

• Critical infrastructure

• Short-term and long-term strategic risks

• Related litigation

• Relevant case law

• Emerging risk areas

Risk factors are periodically evaluated and modified as necessary. In tandem 
with risk-based considerations, some additional considerations also provide 
practical guidance in determining which audits to pursue. First and foremost, 
resource constraints within the Auditor’s Office inherently limit the amount 
of audit work performed in one year. Furthermore, deference is given to the 
unique interests and responsibilities of the Auditor as an elected official and 
the risks the Auditor identifies as a priority to serve the interests of the City 
and its people. After the plan is finalized, new information may come to light; 
situations, initiatives, priorities, and risks within the City may change. The 
flexible nature of the audit plan as a living document provides the discretion to 
change course when it is in the best interest of the City. 

The Auditor’s Office extends its gratitude and appreciation to the Mayor’s 
Office, the City Council, the Audit Committee, members of the city’s 
operational management, and members of the general public for providing 
input on the 2017 Audit Plan and for supporting the general mission of our 
Office throughout the year.

Process
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Auditor’s Authority
The Denver Auditor’s Office provides independent oversight of 

how tax dollars are spent to fund the City’s many services, initiatives, and 
programs. The Denver City Charter, Article V, establishes this independence 

and provides for the Auditor’s general authority and duties. The Charter also 
establishes the Audit Committee, through which we report our audit findings.

Our History ― Originally, the Auditor served as the general accountant for the 
City, maintaining the City’s financial records and paying City expenses, including 
payroll. However, in November 2006, Denver voters approved an amendment to 
the City Charter, changing the duties of the Auditor that had been in place since 
1904. Based on this Charter revision, accounting and payroll functions moved to the 
Controller’s Office under the Chief Financial Officer in June 2007. This revision plus 
other ordinances authorized the Auditor to conduct audits of any entity using City 
dollars. Today, Denver’s Auditor oversees one of the most structurally independent 
government audit functions in the country.

Several key components serve as the cornerstone for Denver’s auditing framework. 
These elements provide the Auditor with the independence that results in the 
Office’s ability to conduct high-impact audits.

• Elected Auditor ― The City and County of Denver has an elected Auditor who 
is independent from all other elected officials and operational management.

• Audit Committee ― The City Charter establishes an independent Audit 
Committee, chaired by the Auditor, with six other members appointed by the 
Mayor, City Council, and Auditor.

• Comprehensive Access ― City Charter and Municipal Code authorize the 
Auditor to have access to all officers, employees, records, and property 
maintained by the City and County of Denver, and to all external entities, 
records, and personnel related to their business interactions with the City.

• Audit Response Requirements ― City ordinance requires that audited 
City and County departments formally respond to all audit findings and 
recommendations, establishing the Auditor’s Office’s ability to work in 
conjunction with these departments while maintaining its independence.

• Adherence to Professional Audit Standards ― The Auditor’s Office 
conducts all audits in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards promulgated by the United States Comptroller 
General.
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